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By Dr. E. Kirsten Peters
 When I was a kid I was “born again,” a process that 
involved being fully and totally immersed in water. 
Much more recently, I was on the home stretch of an 
eight-mile walk in the hot sun when the minister I was 
walking with kindly poured her drinking water on my 
hot little head.
 Seldom does water feel so good as when splashed 
on an overheating noggin in the summertime. As soon 
as my hair was sopping wet, I certainly felt born anew, 
able to complete the walk with at least a tiny smidgen of 
spring in my step. Just a cup or two of water, supplied 
at the crucial time and applied to best advantage, made 
all the difference in the world.
 What would you imagine is the largest use of water 
in the U.S.? We all can guess it’s not drinking water itself, 
nor wetting the heads of aging geologists. Would it be 
what goes on everyday in kitchens for meal preparation? 
Or the weekly washing of laundry? Bathrooms and 
what we do in them? Perhaps commercial carwashes 
use more water then your home?
 Actually, irrigation makes up the most significant 
use of freshwater in the U.S. In a nutshell, some 
farmers use a lot of water to grow crops on semi-arid or 
marginal land. Techniques range from flooding fields to 
using pressurized sprinklers to anoint crops with much 
needed artificial rain.
 There are some significant drawbacks to irrigation. 
Fresh water is a precious resource, and using so much 
of it for farming can be criticized as profligate. Beyond 
that, irrigation can degrade soil, making it saltier over 
time as water evaporates repeatedly in hot and dry 
regions where irrigation is commonly practiced.
 But there are two major ideas to keep in mind when 
it comes to irrigation. The first is that around the world 
irrigation truly helps us produce food for the seven 
billion mouths we now have to feed on the planet.
 In various parts of the U.S. we irrigate to grow 
everything from vegetables to wheat and rice. Almost 
all states in the Union have some measure of irrigated 
agriculture within them. And, as most of us vaguely 
know but we don’t often articulate, American farmers 
feed us well and also produce enough for many millions 
of others around the world to whom our harvests are 

exported.
 All those facts came to mind recently when I read 
of a University of Wisconsin study about irrigation on 
the global scale. The bottom line of the study is that 
global irrigation patterns increase farming output 
substantially. In fact, that increase is almost as great as 
all of U.S. farming output rolled into one sum –– and we 
grow a lot of food in this country, so that ain’t nothing to 
sneeze at.
 Agricultural productivity and irrigation isn’t the 
same everywhere because a little bit of water in a dry 
field can increase yields much more than more water in 
a wetter region. Interestingly, the Wisconsin researchers 
believe irrigation around the world is used close to 
maximum efficiency.
 In some ways the efficiency of global irrigation 
is good news –– we humans are not being wasteful 
with respect to a very large chunk of our freshwater 
resources. But it also means that as population continues 
to increase, we can’t feed more mouths just by upping 
our irrigation efficiency.
 One reason scientists and engineers are studying 
matters like irrigation is that people have become 
interested in all forms of carbon uptake from the air.  If 
you grow plants, they “mine” carbon dioxide out of the 
air to build their carbon-rich little selves. A tree locks 
up this carbon for years or even centuries to come. By 
comparison, a crop plant like wheat only temporarily 
stores carbon.
 Freshwater is one resource that, like energy, goes 
into all sorts of our products and activities. It’s so much 
cheaper than gasoline, we normally don’t think of it as 
we go about our daily lives. But it’s a limited resource 
the use of which has significant environmental impact. 
What we want to do with it is something we could well 
afford to think about more clearly.
 One thing is evident to me: I want us to always 
have enough water to pour over the heads of old ladies 
taking long walks on hot summer mornings.
 Dr. E. Kirsten Peters is a native of the rural Northwest, 
but was trained as a geologist at Princeton and Harvard. Ques-
tions about science or energy for future Rock Docs can be sent 
to epeters@wsu.edu. This column is a service of the College of 
Sciences at Washington State University.•

Water, water, not quite everywhere

Amazing facts and quotes 
Compiled by Gail Brooks, Carrie Depaoli and Paul J. 
Etzler
(Published in “Range Magazine,” Summer, 2011, available 
at Copies and More)
 •”Today is the Ides of March, the day on which in 
44 B.C. Julius Caesar was stabbed to death by 60 Roman 
senators. That could never happen today. We can’t get 
60 senators to agree on anything.” –– Jay Leno, “The 
Tonight Show,” March 15, 2011.
 •Farming looks mighty easy when your plow is a 
pencil and you’re a thousand miles from the cornfield. 
–– Dwight David Eisenhower (1890-1969), five-star general 
in the U.S. Army, Supreme Commander of the Allied forces in 
Europe during World War II, the 34th president of the United 
States (1953-1961).
 •The Obama administration is warning of 
catastrophic consequences if Congress does not increase 
the debt ceiling, the legal limit on how much the federal 
government can borrow, but Barack Obama held a 
differed view on the issue as a senator in 2006. “The fact 
that we are here today to debate raising America’s debt 
limit is a sign of leadership failure,” Obama said on 
March 16, 2006. –– Washington (CNSNews.com) Today’s 
Headlines, January 6, 2011.
 •”If the present Congress errs in too much 
talking, how can it be otherwise in a body to which the 
people send 150 lawyers, whose trade it is to question 
everything, yield nothing, and talk by the hour? That 
150 lawyers should do business together ought not to 
be expected. –– Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), 3rd president 
of the United States, Autobiography, 1821.)
 •”I’m not a vegetarian, but I eat animals who are.”–
– Groucho Marx, 1890-1977.
 •Filmmaker Michael Moore, who is quite wealthy 
himself, chides the country for not stealing more from 
the rich. “We’ve allowed a vast majority of …cash to 
be concentrated in the hands of just a few people…. 
That’s not theirs, that’s a natural resource, that’s ours.”–
– Michael Moore, on the wealth of others, “Patriot Post,” 
March 3, 2011.
 •”A general dissolution of principles and manners 
will more surely overthrow the liberties of America 
than the whole force of the common enemy. While 
the people are virtuous they cannot be subdued; but 
when once they lose their virtue then will be ready to 
surrender their liberties to the first external or internal 
invader.”–– Samuel Adams (1722-1803), American patriot, 
letter to James Warren, 1779.
 •”A society of sheep must in time beget a 
government of wolves.”–– French philosopher Bertrand 
deJouvenel (1903-1987). 
 • “Tomorrow is the most important thing in life. 
Comes into us at midnight very clean. It’s perfect when 
it arrives and it puts itself in our hands. It hopes we’ve 

learnt something from yesterday.” –– Inscription on John 
Wayne’s (1907 – 1979) headstone.
 •”Better be despised for too anxious apprehensions 
than ruined by too confident security.” –– Edmund Burke 
(1729-1797), Irish orator, philosopher and politician.
 •”When a man says he approves of something in 
principle, it means he hasn’t the slightest intention of 
putting it into practice.” –– Otto von Bismarck (1815-
1898), Prussian politician and prime minister 1862-1873, 
1873-1890; 1st chancellor of German Empire, 1871-1890.
 •”Suburbia is where the developer bulldozes out 
the trees, then names the streets after them.” –– Bill 
Vaughan (1915-1977), American columnist and author.
 •”The president does not have power under the 
Consitution to unilaterally authorize a military attack 
in a situation that does not involve stopping an actual 
or imminent threat to the nation.” –– Barack Obama, 44th 
president of the United States, December 20, 2007.
 •”An intellectual is a man who takes more words 
than necessary to tell more than he knows.” ––Dwight 
D. Eisenhower (1890-1969), 34th president of the United 
States.
 •”I am looking for a lot of men who have an infinite 
capacity to not know what can’t be done.” –– Henry Ford 
(1863-1947), prominent American industrialist, founder of 
the Ford Motor Company.
 •”Associate yourself with men of good quality 
if you esteem your own reputation for ‘tis better to 
be alone than in bad company.” –– George Washington 
(1732-1799), 1st president of the United States.
 •”Socialism only works in two places: Heaven, 
where they don’t need it and hell, where they already 
have it.” –– Ronald Reagan (1911-2004), actor, governor, 
40th president of the United States.
 •”We hang the petty thieves and appoint the great 
ones to public office.” –– Aesop (620 B.C. – 560 B.C.) Greek 
slave and fabulist.
 •”The multiplication of public offices, increase of 
expense beyond income, growth and entailment of a 
public debt, are indications soliciting the employment 
of the pruning knife.” –– Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), 3rd 
American president, letter to Spencer Roane, 1821.
 •”Coax the prairie to put an end to the dust storms 
by creeping back over the gaping earth [dryland farming 
scars] and laying over it a luscious cover of greensward. 
Give it to the cattle and sheep and horses which enrich 
it as they feed. Let it be grass again!” –– Mary O’Hara 
(1885-1980), American author and screenwriter, “The Green 
Grass of Wyoming,” 1946.
 •”When the politicians complain that TV turns the 
proceedings into a circus, it should be made clear that 
the circus was already there, and that TV has merely 
demonstrated that not all the performers are well 
trained.” –– Edward R. Murrow (1908-1965), American 
broadcast journalist.

Muck ‘breaker’
By Joe Roybal
(Courtesy, Beef Magazine, May, 2011)
 ‘“On what principle is it that, when we see nothing 
but improvement behind us, we are to expect nothing 
but deterioration before us?’
 “That sentiment expressed in 1830 by Thomas 
Babington Macaulay, the English essayist, historian 
and politician, pretty much sums up the misperception 
imbued by modern-day environmentalism. To hear them 
tell it –– and the general media largely parrot it –– our 
world is nearing the cliff at the hands of environmental 
degradation.
 “But consider this:
 •  The U.S. has improved water use efficiency by 
about 30 % over the last 30 years.
 • U. S. wetlands are increasing after more than two 
centuries of decline.
 • Virtually the entire nation has achieved clean air 
standards for four of the six main pollutants regulated 
under the Clean Air Act.
 • Fossil fuels (oil, natural gas and coal) are becoming 
more abundant.
 • Growth in fossil-fuel use in the U.S. is modest; the 
increase in consumption of energy is overwhelmingly 
occurring in the developing world.
 •The rate of soil erosion on U.S. farmlands has 
been steadily declining for the last 25 years, the result of 
improved farming and conservation practices.
 “Those points are based on government agency data 
that was mined by Steven Hayward, PhD, and presented 
in The Almanac of Environmental Trends, released last 
month by the Pacific Research Institute, a California-
based free market think tank. You can read and/or 
download the report at www.environmentaltrends.org
  “Hayward explains that the almanac is a ‘reboot’ of 
his Index of Leading Environmental Indicators, and brings 
his role of ‘tracking environmental progress fully into 
the digital age of real-time analysis and commentary.’ 
The project covers the seven major indicators of 
environmental progress –– air quality, energy, climate 
change, water quality, toxic chemicals, forests and land, 
and biodiversity. It’s intended to be something of a desk 
reference; the heart of the new format is the website 
that will be updated with new data and analysis on an 
almost daily basis.
 “The intent, he says, is to ‘explore the nature and 
sources of environmental progress, affirming the central 
role of markets, technology and human creativity in 
solving the environmental challenges of our time.’
 “Other features of the project include email updates, 
a Facebook page, Twitter feeds and discussion threads. 
On the drawing board is a smart-phone app, so that 
‘the next time you are at a cocktail party and someone 
makes an assertion about the ozone layer, or rainforests, 
or some other hot-button issue, you will be able to check 
the data on the spot.’
 “Check out the website at www.
environmentaltrends.org and sign up for the newsletter. 
It’s indispensable reading for cutting through the muck 
of environmental propaganda.”

Burger King scholarship 
awarded to Fruitport resident
By Mary Weimer
 The Have It Your Way Foundation has awarded 
over $1.4 million in scholarships nationwide. Among 
the winners is Fruitport resident Jonathon Parker, a 2011 
Fruitport High School graduate. He was awarded a $1,000 
scholarship.
 Recipients are selected based on their grade point 
average, work experience, extracurricular activities and 
community service. 


